Role of red cell distribution width in screening for Hb E trait in population screening for hemoglobin disorders.
The national screening policy for hemoglobinopathies uses the cutoffs for red cell indices mean corpuscular volume >80 and mean corpuscular hemoglobin >27, a strategy known to miss some individuals with Hb E trait (EBT), the most common abnormal hemoglobin in Sri Lanka. We wanted to determine if red cell distribution width (RDW) cutoff values would help in increasing the sensitivity of screening for Hb E trait. High-performance liquid chromatography was carried out as the gold standard to detect hemoglobinopathies and red blood cell parameters with colter counter. Receiver operating characteristic curve was drawn to determine the cutoff value for EBT against β-trait (BTT) and other anemias. Of the 504 patients, 246 had BTT, 110 had EBT, and 151 had other types of anemias. Mean (SD) RDW among patients with BTT was 16 (2.8), with EBT 14.5 (2.9), and with other anemias 15.8 (4.2) (P>0.001). With 14.45 as the cutoff for RDW and considering accepted values for mean corpuscular volume >80 and mean corpuscular hemoglobin >27, it gave a predictive sensitivity of 98.2% for EBT. By using RDW cutoff at 14.45 in addition to the accepted screening indices, sensitivity of Hb E trait detection went up to 98.2% from 86.6%. This study highlights the importance of taking RDW into consideration for screening.